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Welcome to Barnabas Ministry – Barnabas Ministry will change your life and 
the life of your church (and/or those outside of the church who may come 
to church relationships through Barnabas Ministry).  God has chosen you to 
lead/facilitate this training group.  You will be richly blessed for your 
efforts. Your role, and what God will do, cannot be under emphasized. 
Thank you for doing this.  
 
Some folks reading this may be questioning their ability to lead or facilitate 
such a group. The worse you doubt your ability – the more God is going to 
work mightily through you – to His Glory.   
 
Leadership and your impact upon group meetings is what Barnabas 
Ministry is all about.  It is where the action is. It’s where the rubber meets 
the road. It is where the heart of real ministry occurs. It takes the practical 
lessons and applies them to real people in real life situations within the 
context of this very support group. 
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This Pre-Ministry Guide is designed to help you get an initial feel for your 
group and to begin to immediately establish some guidelines. Things like 
common courtesy, good communication ability and group confidentiality, 
though needing to be established quickly, cannot be taken for granted. 
They constitute the first hurdle of beginning the group. 
 
This is a supplement to the Leadership Guide or Pre-Ministry Guide.  It 
begins with instructions about how to conduct an AFTER GLOW MEETING 
and is followed by the actual leadership training instructions that 
accompany program initiation. (The reader may choose to skip to that part 
on page 6.)  This supplement provides an overview with options available 
to get things up and running preceding the actual course. These available 
preparations work this way: 
 
         -The future leader-facilitator (flf) finds out about Barnabas Ministry   
           and desires to pursue it. 

- A Barnabas Ministry representative speaks with flf OR flf obtains   
           sufficient information to desire to ask others to form an exploratory             
            meeting (1-4 meetings) to discuss/pray about the matter further.    
            (AFTER GLOW MEETING) Note: “After Glow” simply means that   
              sense of excitement about a new endeavor for the Lord. 
                                            OR 
    - The flf and a small group (of 12) become ready to start the training  
 
Please note that an after glow meeting is not mandatory.  You may already 
have a group of people ready and rearing to go. The next step for such a 
situation would be to begin the actual Barnabas Ministry training that 
begins with chapter one of the training manual.  The information is 
distributed to all participants to be further discussed at the weekly 
meeting.  At that same meeting the emphasis is on implementing what is 
learned and seeing, and reacting to, wounded people that God sends 
across your paths. 
 

The primary focus of Barnabas Ministry is to equip God's people for the 
work of the church in reaching others in a deeper, more effective way. It is 
for leaders and laity alike. It is intensive training in learning how to 
biblically come alongside others in a way that really penetrates while 



demonstrating the grace of Christ. There are courses, consultation and 
interactive supervisory capacities available.  

The two main (12 week) courses are Barnabas Ministry I which equips 
God's people in ways of understanding and reaching people in today's 
world who are wanting someone to reach out to them but, at the very 
same time, are afraid of that same outreach. It also teaches how to 
effectively minister to those around us who are wounded or who may be 
experiencing wounding life situations.  

Barnabas Ministry II focuses on the Barnabas minister as a helping 
agent in order to understand one's own abilities and potential psychological 
impediments to holiness, AND to subsequently come alongside others more 
effectively as a loving outreach of Christ. 

 

                                         

 

The name "Barnabas" comes from the person in the Bible who was widely 
known and respected as an encourager.  Among many others, Barnabas 
came alongside the apostle, Paul, when he was discouraged and was used 
by God to help Paul gain acceptance among the other apostles and 
followers of Christ. 

In the same way our goal is to come alongside weary or wounded 
individuals and encourage them while helping them to move forward in 
personal holiness and in overcoming obstacles in horizontal ministry 
opportunities. 

You may contact us at the following location for assistance and explanation 
as is necessary. We are available for as much participation as you would 
like. We can meet with you via online video conferencing as a part of your 
group, as a resource, or as behind the scenes guide.  
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                                                Barnabas Ministry 

                                              Barnabas Consulting          

                                     

                                        www.barnabashealthcare.net 

                                        www.barnabasministryusa.com  

                                                (770)-595-8107 

                                                           OR 

                                                  (803) 216-0850 

                                                   

Barnabas Ministry is the  learning, understanding and implementing of the hidden 
language of woundedness that opens closed psychological hearts to true ministry.  

 
Your goal is to be the encouragers’ encourager; to coach and cheer along 
efforts at learning and applying the teaching of Barnabas Ministry. You 
don’t have to be an expert psychologist or coach – just willing to show up 
and let God work in you and through you. 
 
Your role is to make sure that Barnabas Ministry begins and stays a 
practical, hands on ministry and not just an intellectual pursuit. The 
importance of doing so is vital. Just as faith without works is dead so 
Barnabas Ministry without works is incomplete. You primarily facilitate the 
group by leading the discussion around the discussion questions provided, 
and by encouraging active reaching out to the wounded people that Christ 
brings into your group’s lives. 
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     AFTER GLOW MEETING(S) 
 
The information contained about the AFTER GLOW MEETING can be 
combined with Chapter One to provide one-four meetings that can serve as 
a bridge between the desire to get started and the actual beginning of the 
formal Barnabas training.  
 
The AFTER GLOW MEETING consists of a meeting or series of meetings 
that occur in preparation for the beginning of Part 1 of Barnabas training. 
It serves both as useful preparation and as a bridge between a church’s or 
neighborhood group’s decision and commitment to undertake Barnabas 
Ministry and the actual onset of the training that may not be able to 
immediately begin due to scheduling delays. This is not unusual because, 
as ready and roaring to go as most churches become, a block of twelve 
weeks is not easily worked into already busy schedules.   
 
If it is a church sponsored meeting then the AFTER GLOW MEETING occurs 
after your church sanctions the initial idea of Barnabas Ministry. If it is a 
neighborhood or work sponsored meeting then it may occur according to 
the schedules of the participating parties. It is important to build on the 
receptivity, motivation and initiative that have begun.  It is very important 
to immediately form a BARNABAS PRAYER TEAM as a part of the 
BARNABAS LEADERSHIP TEAM. They can be composed of the same 
people. Every aspect of Barnabas Ministry needs to be bathed in prayer: 
prayer for the host church, prayer for the pastoral staff, prayer for the 
program, prayer for its leaders, prayer for its participants and prayer for 
the recipients of God’s grace applied through Barnabas Ministry. 
 
The AFTER GLOW MEETING(S) may be thought of as a kind of pre-
Barnabas Ministry preparation and training. Leadership’s goal is to 
encourage prayer requests (for the church, for the individual involved, for 
wounded persons and/or for all aspects of the Barnabas Ministry program.  
It takes place in an informal group setting. It consists of two main parts 
that become the content and focus of the meeting(s): 
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(1) PRAYER – for all the people involved in the church or neighborhood 
or business (where the group is based) and in (and to become a part 
of) Barnabas Ministry, and prayer for the reflection of God’s grace to 
every person involved.  This payer is for WHAT is taught and 
learned, AND for HOW we come across in the precious personal 
relationships encountered in Barnabas Ministry. 

 
 
(2) THE PRACTICAL RECOGNITION AND APPLICATION OF GOD’S 

GRACE  -  for how we appear and how we conduct ourselves to 
individuals who may be inwardly wounded, frightened or 
apprehensive.  Our job is to allow everyone to feel the love and 
acceptance of Christ firstly and to participate in Barnabas training 
secondly. 

 
Leadership’s goal is to review and discuss the following guidelines of 
personal conduct that should accompany all aspects of Barnabas Ministry.  
Further, it is vital that the leader attempt to understand God’s grace 
personally and corporately, and what it looks like behaviorally. 
    
Although the Barnabas training specifically addresses this issue over the 
course of training, it is important to begin to employ the grace mindset 
right away as Christ deepens our understanding through the training.  The 
following list shows what this grace mindset would look like at the early 
stages of training.  AFTER the initial relationship has been established, and 
AFTER more training in Barnabas Ministry, such things as admonishment, 
correction, confrontation etc. may become appropriate. 
                   
                                  
 
 

                                                   
 
[The following page may be duplicated and distributed for purposes of group 
discussion.] 
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            THE INITIAL BEHAVIORAL MANIFESTATION 
                                        OF THE GRACE MINDSET OF BARNABAS MINISTRY  
                                    

1. The primary question asked is “how would Jesus treat this person?” throughout every 
aspect of a Barnabas encounter. 

2. Attempt to perpetually allow the other person(s) to feel comfortable, welcomed, 
accepted and respected. 

3. Speak thoughtfully, softly, gently, patiently, compassionately and politely. 
4. Recognize the value of humor but avoid teasing or comments that may be 

misconstrued, or perceived as destructive or disrespectful to a hurting person (not for 
you). Smile, as appropriate, as you interact.  

5. Place the other person’s feelings above your own. Do not be quick to make judgments 
and, more importantly, don’t give the impression you may be a judgmental person.  

6. Show dignity, poise, confidence and empathy (versus sympathy). (Empathy shows an 
ability to understand and connect to the other person’s feelings and situation without 
taking those same feelings on personally which is sympathy.) 

7. Accept all feelings and be careful NOT to discount a person’s feelings. Don’t 
intellectualize a situation where feelings are clearly the immediate concern. (Feelings 
alone aren’t right or wrong but what you do with those feelings can become right or 
wrong.)  

8. Never presume to tell a person how they should feel or act regardless of how you 
may feel or act, or how you believe they should feel or act. 

9. Be more concerned about how yo ur communication affe cts and impacts the other 
person than with what you have to say.  

10.  Avoid getting frustrated or angry if you f eel misunderstood. This is NOT ab out you. 
The other person may not b e ready or ab le to understand due to thei r woundedness 
or wounding situation. 

11.  Avoid sarcasm, criticism, preaching or lecturing. Stay positive finding God’s blessing 
in events and with people. Show hope through Christ for that person or situation. 

12.  Be realistic and reasonable with statements.  Avoid exaggeration or     
      over-stating a response. 
13.  Remember that actions speak louder than words.  What you do speaks  louder than 

what you say. 
14.  Never assume. Feel free to ask for clarification. 
15.  Remember that people can experience life and life events from differing points of 

view that are valid despite your own point of view. 
16.  Do nice/thoughtful things for the other person e.g. ask to pray for their particular 

needs; offer to get food or drink; attend to physical comfort, etc.  
17.  Try to make the other person feel valued and esteemed (even if you disagree with 

him/her.) Show that you see and love Christ’s image in them. 
18.  Be tentative, humble and unpretentious. 
19.  Listen, listen, listen. Put yourself in the other person's shoes and try to hear and 

understand them deeply. 
20.  Show the other person that you have listened correctly by reflecting what you hear 

them saying and asking if it is accurate. Keep at it until you get it right according to 
that wounded person.  Then listen some more. 

 
Copyright © 2011-2018  by Glenn P. Zaepfel, Ph.D./Barnabas Ministry     
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Barnabas Ministry - Part One - Leadership Study Guide 
 
Welcome to Barnabas Ministry leadership. It involves on the job training while implementing 
active ministry. It may be that you are just beginning to consider Barnabas Ministry in your 
church, neighborhood or workplace. If that is the case, please be sure to read the section 
entitled "AFTERGLOW Meetings" which precedes this Part One section. You are a special person 
who God has placed in this position.  You'll have to be a student-leader who studies the 
materials and leads the first group at the same time.  Don't freak out.  It can be done fairly 
easily.  Christ very much wants to use you to reach wounded people and to help train others to 
minister effectively too.   
 
There are three vital leadership tips for Parts One and Two that will be helpful to know as we 
begin: 
 
The first thing is that this is a dynamic ministry. This idea simply means that it cannot become 
regimented or standardized in its implementation because it is unique, varied, and growing.  
"HOW" it is done in each church, neighborhood or workplace may differ.  God may use it one 
way in one location and another way in another location depending on unique needs, 
availability, and resources. Or He may do it differently at different times in the same church, 
neighborhood or workplace. You may find that the same course is done somewhat differently 
with various times and participants right there in your own location. "WHAT" will be done, 
however, will be pretty much the same.  It is somewhat akin to a salvation experience, itself.  
"WHAT" is done is always the same but "HOW" it impacts a life can be wonderfully varied.  The 
key is to keep it fun, exciting, instructional, dynamic, and biblical.   
 
One way to look at this dynamic understanding is that there is simultaneous freedom within a 
structured ministry.  We can have fun; be innovative and creative; and enjoy the work and 
fellowship of this shared ministry. This interpretation parallels the essence of Christian freedom. 
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The second thing is that this ministry affects real people in real life in a potentially deep and 
penetrating way.  It is not for dabblers but for individuals who want to make living out practical, 
biblical Christianity a regular and committed way of life. 



 
The third thing is that Barnabas Ministry is a relatively simple concept with uncomplicated, 
practical ideas but it is simultaneously complex, broad, and sophisticated in depth. It can be as 
simple or complex as one wants to make it.  This thought can be uncomfortable to some 
initiates - especially those of us who may doubt our personal abilities, gifts, or usefulness.  It 
may seem too demanding to some of those people.  Your job is to assure and encourage them 
that God can and will use them despite their feelings or fears. And He will take whatever they 
have to offer and multiply it. 
 
It is helpful to let them know that, though the training covers a broad array of psychological 
and spiritual needs, they may choose to focus on only one particular area.  Since it is a team 
approach to ministry, God will have called others who will cover the other areas needed. Like 
Body life in the church, different people will carry out their unique parts of the ministry - no 
matter how it may look outwardly or feel inwardly.  All are vital, contributing components of the 
ministry. You are encouraged to prayerfully develop a leadership TEAM. 
 
On the other hand, some individuals may really get turned on by one or more areas.  They 
should be reminded that the course material provides an overview of the area with an emphasis 
on a biblical approach for levels of encouragement.  Additional study and resources for each 
area - or for additional areas - are encouraged. 
 
In closing, let us thank you for your participation in Barnabas Ministry. The material is relatively 
straight-forward and practical. Even if it’s your first exposure to such a ministry, you’ll readily be 
able to grasp and share these ideas. Your primary role is to encourage the other encouragers 
and to facilitate discussion and follow-up action around the course material.  
 
 We hope you will enjoy the fun, excitement, and joy of seeing and experiencing our God create 
you into an effective leader and encourager, AND raise up new Barnabas ministers using you 
and the rest of the Barnabas team.  Remember that it is, indeed, a team.  Learn to use one 
another's strengths, gifts, and resources as you all lead together in instructing Barnabas 
Ministry. Remember that you are not just participating in the teaching of a course but you are 
building lasting relationships, and providing ministry that really meets peoples' needs in a Christ 
honoring way. 
 
Remember that we are also available to work with you in a variety of ways.  We very much 
want this to be an interactive ministry and we welcome your contacts. 
 
Again, thanks for your help.  May Christ richly bless your participation. 
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Barnabas 
              Ministry  
                                                                                             

 Equipping Servant-Leaders              

 
 
Barnabas Ministry is an in-depth discipleship ministry of ENCOURAGEMENT.  
Participants are equipped to encourage, counsel, understand, and speak a new 
language of woundedness which reaches today’s culture within and without the church. 
The primary purpose of Barnabas Ministry is to train and equip encouragers for both 
formal and informal ministry to hurting people, or to people in painful or potentially 
difficult situations.   
 
Informally, everyone needs to become an effective encourager - especially those in 
leadership positions.  Every leader will benefit from a Barnabas perspective which 
allows the development and perspective of true servant-leadership based upon biblical 
humility, compassion, and grace.  That is why every Christian leader will benefit from 
Barnabas training whether or not that leader pursues a more formal affiliation with an 
active Barnabas team. 
 
Please bear in mind though that God likes to use leaders who are lowly and humble. He 
is raising up leaders who don’t feel equipped to be leaders in the traditional sense. 
Many folks with the gift of Mercy, for example, feel compelled to pursue this ministry. 
Many others argue their “lesser spiritual gift” (as if there was such a thing) hinders 
them from leading. In actuality the only hindrance is in not stepping up when God calls. 
He is doing a marvelous thing in using those of whom the world or tradition might not 
expect – but isn’t that just like our great God? 
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Informal Barnabas Training 
 
The Barnabas course may be taught via a number of formats.  The most effective 
format is manifested as part of the development of an ongoing, practical ministry team 
conducted through the church.  It may also be taught as leadership training at seminary 
or at the local church level.   
 
A Dichotomous Operation 
 
More formally speaking at the local church level, there are always two functional levels 
of practical Barnabas Ministry going on at the same time: the training of Parts One and 
Two plus the daily, hands-on ministry of what has been learned with whom God sends 
to you.  This operational understanding involves two levels of training and 
simultaneous, practical application via hands-on, encouragement ministry.   
 
There are three overall, ongoing levels of Barnabas Ministry.  Level One involves 
participation in Part One/Level One training.  Level Two involves participation in Part 
Two/Level Two training.  Level Three involves successful completion of Parts One 
and/or Two training plus the active involvement in the leadership team which trains and 
oversees the overall application of Barnabas Ministry to people in need.  Participants 
can be involved in level one alone, or level two alone, or level three.  (It’s best to have 
completed parts one and two HOWEVER a team leader can actually start up by being a 
new group member and learning the material for the first time along with the first 
group.) 
 
In practical terms, Level Three is an equipping-administrative team that also functions 
as an application, resource, and support team.  (IF the start-up team has NOT been 
previously trained in levels One and Two then that initial team may be considered a 
Level Three Team.) The teaching function of Levels One and Two takes twelve weeks 
each whereas the application of Level Three is ongoing. Everybody starts somewhere 
and where we start is at Level One learning the principles and – more especially – 
implementing hands-on ministry. 
 
The leadership of Level Three as conducted in the church is directly accountable to 
church leadership.  The selection and terms of leadership for Level Three depends upon 
the wisdom and discretion of church leadership but should easily flow along the lines of 
other church ministries. Leadership formed in groups outside of the church are also 
encouraged to connect with the local church. Level Three is constantly equipping 
potential replacement members. New leadership comes from among those who have 
completed Levels One and Two and who show leadership interest and capacity. 
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There is a Level Four discussed below which is not part of the day-to-day operation and 
functions in a resource capacity.  Most Barnabas Ministry is sufficiently conducted by 
levels 1-3 alone. Level four is a resource level. 
 
Where to Meet 
 
As is the case with so much of the “HOW” part of teaching Barnabas Ministry, it 
depends on the people involved.  There is no hard and fast rule. Obviously you don’t 
want to meet in a bar. If it is a small class (12 or less) then try to meet in a home.  If it 
is a larger class (greater than 12) then you may need to meet at the church. The ideal 
size is twelve.  Light refreshments are suggested but enjoying a light meal together 
may not be a bad idea.  You decide. Try to have fun and enjoy the time together. 
 
The idea is to enjoy the fellowship and teaching time.  Creativity and flexibility are 
essential ingredients of any successful ministry. Try to keep things running smoothly 
but don’t let it become overly taxing.  One idea is to meet with Level Three ministers for 
a meal and support meeting followed immediately by a Level One or Two equipping 
meeting. Initially, Level Three may consist of those folks who want to take ownership of 
this facilitation process despite not yet having completed parts one or two due to the 
newness of the overall program. 
 
When to Meet 
 
Both Parts One and Two contain twelve chapters each.  Ideally each part should be 
conducted on a twelve week, non-interrupted schedule.  The course materials are read 
each week in advance so that the group meeting can discuss what was studied and 
what it means.  Because there is so much information that may be new to most 
attendees, it is suggested that each chapter be allotted one full week for study and 
processing between team meetings.  Team meetings should only meet weekly and last 
no longer than one and a half - two hours. 
 
Attendance 
 
Naturally, the higher the level of attendance, the better.  The reality is, though, not 
everyone will be able to make each and every meeting.  Our lives are just too busy to 
expect that kind of participation. It is therefore suggested that tolerance and flexibility 
rule as long as the participant keeps up with course reading and plans to remain a vital, 
participating part of the team. 
 
Course Material 
 
Course material consists of the text, Barnabas Ministry, and accompanying study 
guide. It is of major importance that the weekly reading be completed in order for the 
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weekly meeting to occur.  The weekly reading (a chapter per week) constitutes the bulk 
of the information to be learned.  The meetings only allow a relatively brief time of 
processing and discussing that newly acquired information. Participants should come to 
the meeting having studied the weekly homework being prepared to build upon it. The 
study guide will hit the main points of the lesson and provide discussion questions as a 
format for taking the learning material and processing it.  A portion of the discussion 
questions are the same as provided at the end of each chapter ensuring that 
participants, having been given an opportunity to think about the questions in advance, 
can now share their reactions with one another. 
 
What to Do 
 
This leadership guide provides the information to be covered at weekly, team meetings 
for the learning experience.  In addition to this structured course material, every 
meeting should be conducted as a support and resource group for those participating in 
Barnabas Ministry.  Simply stated, you are to equip and encourage the encouragers. 
Your weekly meeting is both a time of learning and a time of support. 
 
The focus must be on the content of the weekly lesson, and the leader must be 
thoroughly acquainted with the course material presented each meeting.  Although the 
discussion questions are designed to cover that particular week’s content, the leader is 
encouraged to spend about ten-fifteen minutes reviewing, in the form of lecture or 
discussion, salient parts of that lesson. There is freedom to cover all areas according to 
the individuals in the actual classes and/or the gifts and abilities of the teacher(s) and 
time/resources available.  These team meetings should attempt to balance the 
discussion and processing of weekly course learning material with prayer, 
encouragement, fellowship, sharing, encouragement, real life Barnabas experiences, Q 
and A, case assignments, encouragement, and case consultations - and, oh yes, 
encouragement.  Though each area beyond the weekly lesson doesn’t need to be 
covered every single week, these areas should be covered at least every 2-3 weeks.  
Feel free to use your discretion.  For example, one week after the lesson prayer may be 
the focus wherein the following week case consultation, fellowship, or share-time may 
be the additional focus. Or for example, you may choose not to address every 
discussion question; or to address every case consultation issue that arises in the 
group, etc. 
 
Team Teaching 
 
It can be fun to teach the course by a team approach.  Share the load and share the 
blessings. One person doesn't have to do everything though clearly one person will 
need to lead and make things happen one way or another.  The weekly chapter content 
is so broad that a course could be taught for each one.  This means that supplemental 
reading is recommended (but not necessary).  One (or more) person may want to 
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specialize in one or more areas and decide to do additional reading, preparation beyond 
the weekly chapter.  It is fine to do just that and to give additional information at the 
weekly meeting. Leadership is encouraged to do so.  The basic information given in 
each chapter, however, must be provided unchanged with the supplemental information 
provided as enhancement.  It is also possible that there will be Barnabas ministers 
participating in the course who are already counselors.  These folks are great resources 
and are encouraged to share their personal and professional insights to further 
supplement the lessons. 
 
Case Assignments and Case Consultations 
 
A "case assignment" is the application of Barnabas Ministry to an identified individual or 
individuals. That person may be recognized via a number of ways.  God will bring 
wounded persons into a participant's life.  There is no shortage of needy people.  At 
first (in Level One), it is best to have participants ask God for someone to encourage 
and then to seek to spot that person by themselves. That subsequent experience can 
be shared with the rest of the team who, under your leadership team, considers 
appropriate Barnabas responses ("case consultation") and encourages the participant 
about being used by God in that wounded person's life. Being used by God is truly an 
exciting and humbling experience.   
 
It is important that the participants be encouraged for being obedient to God with their 
Barnabas Ministry effort - regardless of apparent impact - rather than for what is 
actually done.  God will use what ever is done in submission to Him to accomplish His 
purposes. Of course your job in leadership is to insure those attempts are done 
consistent with Barnabas Ministry guidelines.  
 
When Barnabas Ministry is up and running, it will be up to each church to decide what 
kind of format for identifying and referring people to the team will work best.  Generally 
speaking, however, church leadership will pass on names to the team leadership who 
will match up wounded individuals with Barnabas ministers. For groups being conducted 
outside any one particular church please know that there is no shortage of wounded 
people – the group will have wounded people knock on their doors (not literally of 
course). Nearby churches and ministries will provide names if you let them know what 
is transpiring.  In church based groups, it is important that good communication occur 
between church leadership and Barnabas team leadership. Of course it is not necessary 
to wait for a name or a list to be provided and the Barnabas team may, itself, generate 
a legitimate list.  Christ may (and often does) just directly drop a wounded person or 
situation right into your lap.  Good communication must continue regardless of where 
the potential recipients of Barnabas Ministry originate. 
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Two Types of Case Consultation 
 
There are two kinds of case consultations: (1) private/individual consultation and (2) 
group consultation.  Discernment and good judgment must always be used to decide 
when, and how much of, a certain situation may be shared with the group as a learning 
experience due to confidentiality or practical considerations.  As a guideline, try to share 
one or two case scenarios with the group per meeting as valuable teaching 
opportunities and fodder for group discussion.  This case scenario can be a complete 
situation or questions about parts of one or more cases.  Time constraints may play a 
key role in determining which type may be employed. Most of the time private 
supervision (case consultation) will be used which can be done as needed and 
before/after the regular meeting or over the phone.   
 
It is important to note that you are not expected to be able to fix things or solve 
peoples’ problems.  Your primary role is to encourage: encourage the efforts; 
encourage the Barnabas minister; make the matter one of prayer; learn from the 
experience; and validate the experience.  Most of the time the Barnabas minister just 
needs to be able to talk about the event with a supportive and caring listener(s). 
Obviously it helps to tie the experience to the instructional material, and to discuss 
reactions. So then, you are being a Barnabas minister to the Barnabas minister. Always 
remember that the Barnabas minister is there to come alongside that wounded person 
– not to fix or rescue – but to be there while other help arrives to do the actual fixing 
part.  “I’ll be here with you while we wait for the help that is on the way.”  “I’ll wait 
here in the waiting room with you – but I can’t do the surgery.” (And you’re not 
expected to.)  
 
What About Confidentiality?  
 
There is no legal requirement of confidentiality unless a pastor or another helping 
professional (e.g., psychologist, psychiatrist, family practitioner, social worker, etc.) is 
involved or is a member of the team. Generally speaking, however, the practical, moral 
implementation of confidentiality is a good thing and should be respected.   
 
In the first meeting(s) the broad issue of confidentiality should be addressed. What 
happens in Barnabas meetings stays in Barnabas meetings. Barnabas ministers should 
try to obtain permission to pray for that wounded person and have others to pray as 
well.  Then the Barnabas minister should attempt to gain permission to share 
information with the Barnabas team or leadership. If a wounded person is in any way 
leery of sharing information with others beyond what has been confided in you, those 
feelings must be honored to the extent that no physical harm comes to any person or 
the dignity of the ministry is not injured.  It is permissible to share general information 
in a disguised manner for group case consultation. 
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It is permissible to share information in disguised form with the BM group for the 
purposes of learning how to handle such situations together and sharing experiences in 
a supportive atmosphere.  This disguised form can include using no names, using 
assumed names (e.g., Mr. and Mrs. Doe), speaking about a situation in general terms 
rather than in specific terms, and guarding information that may lead to identification in 
any way. Often a person may give complete permission to share with certain people 
(e.g., the BM supervisor but not the entire first level group.)  As the reputation for the 
respect of confidentiality and discernment grows such permission will become easier 
and broader.  The group should also be careful NOT to pray, or to discuss, in such a 
way as information is provided without having first obtained permission to do so.  
Prayer can also remain general.  God knows the specifics only too well.    
 
It is important to note that church leadership is the ultimate authority in all areas done 
in the church and that includes Barnabas Ministry.  Any further questions of 
confidentiality (or other policy) should go through them.   
 
Getting Started 
 
If you are just starting from scratch and contemplating the very idea of beginning 
Barnabas Ministry for your church, what do you do? For your neighborhood? 
Workplace? 
 
If this is being coordinated through a church then you begin by meeting with your 
pastor and discussing the idea with him.  The Introduction and Chapter One of Part 
One/Level One are designed to introduce the ministry and to acquaint the interested 
reader with how it all works.  If, after prayer, study, and discussion, your pastor is in 
favor of pursuing Barnabas Ministry then he next takes the matter to the rest of church 
leadership for further pursuit.  If you are a pastor then one of the first steps would be 
to ask the Lord to bring a person or small team of church members forward for 
leadership.  If there is someone already involved in the field of counseling then that 
person(s) should be invited to be on this new team. Again it starts with reading the 
Introduction and Chapter One and then meeting to discuss if the Lord wants to have 
such a ministry there, and if these people are willing to do it. If so, then a first, low-key 
group of no more than twelve members starts Part One/Level One training under the 
leadership of this newly appointed team and it all begins.  
 
If this is being coordinated outside the church then a church affiliation is recommended. 
If that option does not work then the leader merely proceeds by inviting folks to 
participate in the idea of a Barnabas group followed up by After Glow (see above) 
and/or direct contact with Barnabas Ministry support which, hopefully, develops into a 
core group that begins the training program as herein presented.  
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The First Meeting 
 
Chapter 1 should be distributed prior to the first Level One meeting. Attendees should 
come prepared to discuss chapter one and hear answers to general questions about 
Barnabas Ministry.  Similarly, Chapter 13 should be distributed before the first Level 
Two meeting.  IF  there are meetings prior to the formal initiation of Barnabas Ministry 
training (e.g., AFTER GLOW meetings) then the primary tasks are to review, discuss 
and implement the twenty "Initial Behavioral Manifestations of the Grace Mindset of 
Barnabas Ministry"; to spend time praying for the church, for Barnabas Ministry and for 
prayer concerns of all those in attendance willing to share; and then to spend time 
discussing and reviewing (1) the concerns addressed above (e.g. meeting place, 
confidentiality etc.) and (2) Chapter One. 
 
Information about Barnabas Ministry 
 
On the following pages are an introductory brochure and a longer introduction 
describing Barnabas Ministry and inviting people to attend.  These pages may be 
reproduced and distributed to any interested party and provide a good overview of 
what Barnabas Ministry is all about. For additional information and support go to 
www.BarnabasMinistryusa.com   

 
Level Four and the Home Office Barnabas Back-up Team 
 
Level four consists of helping professionals from the local community who may want to 
be available for guidance and/or participation.  Level four also refers to the back-up 
team that is available to you in your very own church.  Level four is a selected, 
designated person(s) with a professional license and experience to be utilized as a 
resource on a consultation basis when no other answer can be found.
 
 
                                                                Barnabas Ministry                                                                   

                                                   

                                                         

                                                  www.barnabasministryinternational.com 

                                                                     

                                                                               

                                                                    
 

mailto:barnabasconsulting@gmail.com
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The idea is to provide regular consultation and accessibility to Barnabas leaders and 
professionals for ongoing problems or difficult situations that may arise.  We are 
pleased to offer online, video, real-time consultation and coaching. We encourage an 
interactive approach involving the local team and our Barnabas Ministry staff. 
 
Questions for Further Reflection/Discussion 
 
The course is designed to be studied at home and discussed/reviewed during the 
weekly meeting.  The format for discussing the week’s lesson is the efficacious use of 
discussion questions designed to highlight the key concepts of that week’s content.  
Obviously the leader must have studied the lesson and be prepared to lead and 
facilitate the conversation based on those questions. 
 
Develop and Freely Use the Barnabas Ministry Network 
 
You certainly are not expected to know how to answer every question or questions that 
go beyond the lesson.  You do need to know, however, how to find that information.  
You should build a resource network that can be available for such occasions.  Most of 
the time you may only need to go to a supervisor or to the next higher level of 
Barnabas Ministry for that information.   If you’re just beginning, you may want to 
identify mental health and pastoral professionals in your church or community and 
seek to involve them as part of the Barnabas network, or to simply have them 
accessible as a resource.  These would be people to whom you could not only go for 
guidance but to whom you may want to refer appropriate cases.  Usually such 
professionals are willing to be involved especially as a service to the Lord.  
 
 www.barnabasministryinternational.com
 
 
 
Ministry Includes Wounded Barnabas Ministers 
 
A primary and legitimate ministry will be to those very individuals obtaining training for 
Barnabas Ministry. Many people who go into the field of mental health do so, at least in 
part, because they are aware of the impact of their own inner psychological wounds or 
dysfunction.  Similarly there will be a number of good folks who enter this training, at 
least in part, because of their inner pain.  As a leader you are to recognize and 
encourage such individuals.  You are to encourage these dear folks to turn their 
negative woundedness into positive woundedness and dynamic ministry. Those 
concepts will be explained as part of the training.  They have much to gain and much 
to offer. 

http://www.barnabasconsulting.com/
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You Know More Than You Know You Know  
 
As you begin your leadership role in Barnabas Ministry, you should feel encouraged 
that, even if you don’t feel too confident, you have learned a lot that will get you 
through.  Now I’m not saying the Holy Spirit will speak through you if you’ll step out by 
faith and give it your best try.  That is true, but not what I’m getting at.  What I’m 
saying, however, is close to that.  I’m saying that your ability to help and to be useful is 
much greater than you may realize.  The Barnabas information you have already 
learned will kick in and serve you well – even the preliminary meetings and AFTER 
GLOW teaching.  But you won’t really find that out until later - when it happens - when 
the Holy Spirit applies it through you. For now, just do the stepping out in faith part.  
Your ability to conceptualize people and problems at the basic level of understanding 
and need will serve you surprisingly well now in most every Barnabas situation. So go 
get ‘em. You can do it.  Christ will do it through you. And have fun. Enjoy yourself! 
Make it fun for others! 
 
 
FIGURES DEPICTING BARNABAS MINISTRY: 
 
Figure 1: Continuum of Barnabas Ministry 
 
E         N         C         O        U          R          A          G          E          M          E          N           T 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
Befriending                     Reassuring                      Exhorting                      Experienced Expertise      
(Includes reaching out,                  ( Includes helping person( s)        ( Includes Bef riending and             (Includes ex pert teaching,            
witnessing, visiting, listening,                   more fully appreciate, recognize ,        Reassuring applied to                          resources, consultation, 
 helping, doing for, praying for)                experience God or God=s truth,            problematic, sinful, or                         supervision) 
                                                                    comfort, purpose)                                  dysfunctional living) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Barnabas Ministry in Action 
 
E         N         C         O        U         R         A         G         E         M         E         N         T 
 
(1) Wounded-Hurting-Needy Person(s) (2) Church Leaders and Barnabas  (3) A Barnabas Minister(s) Responds 
            Is Identified                                        Ministry Are Notified                         
 
(4) Care and Love Of Christ        (5) Continued Care And Follow-up       (6)  Christ is honored; Path to                                    
          Is Begun                                                                                                    Wholeness- Holiness Is Experienced 
 
 
 
 
 



Figure 3: Flow Chart of Overarching Barnabas Ministry  
 
(1) Church Leadership or Neighborhood or Workpl ace Commissions Barnabas Ministry and A uthorizes Level 
Three Leadership Team (which may begin as facilitators in training of Level One). 
(2) BLIND FAITH: Part  One/Level On e Tr aining equips Bar nabas mini sters in practical issues of  
understanding people, addressing problem situations, and implementing a ministry of encouragement  
(3) BLIND SPOTS: Part Two/Level Tw o Training equips Barnabas mini sters in understanding hidden or                 
unrecognized psychological and s piritual mi nd mani pulations t hat di rectly i mpact C hristian grow th an d         
Barnabas Mi nistry for the  purpose of supervision and resource availability to Level One mini sters and for       
the more advanced work of personal and relational encouragement. 
(4) Level Thr ee Leadershi p Team co ordinates/oversees Barnabas Mi nistry. (As st ated above - i n be ginning 
Barnabas Minist,y the level three team may be comprised of dedicated individuals who are learning as they go as 
a part of level one participation. They are more facilitators than trainers.)            
 
The Barnabas Ministry Invitation 
 
The invitation to Barnabas Mi nistry is to all who show  in terest and respond to God's  
call. 
 
 
 
 

                                    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 Sample informational brochure: 
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                              Barnabas Ministry is... 
  

                             
 

an in-depth discipleship ministry of  
ENCOURAGEMENT.  Participants are  

 equipped to encourage, counsel, understand,  
and speak a new language of woundedness  
which reaches today’s culture within and 

without the church. 
 

The church is filled with wounded people  
or people experiencing wounding 

circumstances whose receptivity to Christ,  
His will, and His peoples’ care, Body life, and  

encouragement is blocked by those very  
wounds - usually without their understanding. 

 
                                         The hope of this ministry is to awaken and 

illumine a call to a dynamic ministry of  
encouragement: individuals ministering to 
individuals (within and without the church)  

with biblical directives and spiritual and  
psychological accouterments to assist in  

reaching and impacting a numbed, dysfunctional,  
and hurting Christian culture and a dying,  

sin-stained world. 
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   Barnabas 
Leadership              Ministry  
Lesson Guide 
Glenn P. Zaepfel, Ph.D. © 2011-2018 
 
 
The purpose of the Lesson Guide is to provide an outline by which the 
leadership team may conduct weekly meetings.  The primary purpose is, of 
course, to ensure the weekly assigned reading is understood and able to be put 
into practical action. 
 
 
                        DEVELOPING AN EFFECTIVE ENCOURAGEMENT MINISTRY  
                                                  THROUGH APPLIED GRACE  
 
 
PART ONE/LEVEL ONE: BLIND FAITH - equips level one Barnabas ministers in practical, 
cumulative issues of  understandi ng peo ple, a ddressing pr oblem situati ons, a nd 
implementing a ministry of encouragement as acts of faith in, and obedience to, God.   
 
The fol lowing pages contain outlines for the  weekly di scussion meetings designed to 
process the weekly assigned meeting and to attempt to balance the discussion and 
processing of weekly course learning materi al with prayer, encour agement, fellowship, 
sharing, encouragement, real life  Barnabas  experiences, Q and A, case assignments, 
encouragement, and case cons ultations - a nd, oh yes, enco uragement.  Though each 
area beyond the weekly lesson doesn’t need to be c overed every single week, these 
areas should be covered ever y 2-3 weeks.  For example,  one week after the lesson 
prayer may be the focus wherein the following  week case consulta tion, fellowship, or 
share-time may be the additional focus. 
 
Ready?  Fasten your seatbelt....here we go!   
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PART ONE/SESSION #1                            

     
Leadership Guide 
 
Barnabas Ministry - Notes - C hapter 1 - Yes You Can  - Theme: There are wounded  
people in and all around the church who need a new kind of  ministry that meets them 
where they are.  God will equip those who seek to minister in His name. 
   
Chapter One - Yes You Can:  This chapter introduces th e co ncept and functional  
operation of Barnabas Ministry.  A continuum is described and the reader is invited and 
encouraged to become a part of this exciting new ministry  with refreshing, useful, and 
practical ways for  understanding and helpin g people  and ourselves through the  local 
church.  The reader m ay use Barnabas Ministry  to help and/or to grow in a number of 
different but impor tant ways.  As with  every chapter, questions for further 
reflection/discussion are provided.   
 
- Goal:  To introduce the concept, format, and goals of Barnabas Ministry. 
 
- Content:  Introduction and Chapter One. 
 

Key Concepts:  

 Barnabas Ministry teaches how to speak the new language of woundedness.  
 Barnabas Ministry operates under grace - not traditional performance functions.  
 Barnabas Ministry strengthens efficacy and depth of existing ministries.  
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(1) BM tea ches how to speak a  new lang uage o f woundednes s; people don’t hea r 
because their personal make-up and stresses block their ability to hear especially when 
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rritory they correctly focus on le arning the language 
o that t hey will be able to succ essfully re late to that  culture in order to pass along  

they carry inner psychological or relational pain (personal woundedness) - as we all do 
to varying extents, and/or are experienci ng (or ha ve experien ced) a difficult life 
situation (wounding experience).  
 
When Wycliffe goes into a new te
s
God’s message. In a similar way BM is a missions strategy to the wounded.  
 
(2) BM o perates under grace not  trad itional perf ormance f unction.  D istinguish                     
mong ot her existing ministries in your c hurch. Sho w how BM  fits int o c hurch and  

inistries. 

a
church vision.  Show BM accountability to church. 
 
(3) BM strengthens efficacy and depth of existing m
 

- Discussion: How BM fits/can fit into the  participants’ particular church. Allow for 
Q&A; brainstorming if no or  poorly pre-planned ideas; 12 week commitment for 

hapter 1 (Try to distribute before 1st meeting) 
         #2-12            = chapter 2-12 respectively/one per week 

ted Part 1 and/or Part 2 
nabas Training OR who particip ated init ial meetings OR who have been 

 
-

Parts One and Part Two. 
 

Week #1 homework = Intro. & c

 
 Consider testimonials from those individuals who have comple
of the Bar
wounded by the church OR ministered to th rough the church, e.g., what was it like for 
them when they began? When they ended?   

Review:  D efinition of Barnabas Ministry - p g 6; Fig.1 -four levels of BM - pp 10,11; 
M in Action - Fig. 2;  Overarching BM - Fig. 3. 

er reflection/discussion:

B
                          
  
Questions for furth  

O m the weekly reading, what struck you the 
ost?  What did God show you? 

on yo ur own Christian life. Whenever you have 
xperienced a personal difficult y or pr oblem, di dn’t i t feel hel pful t o have  someone 

 
ptional opening question (every week): Fro

m
 
(1) Think  back for  a moment 
e
simply come alongside you and let you know that person would be praying for you? OR 
can you remember a time where someone, a ttempting to help you , actually harmed 
you?  Can you remember a recent example? Would you share that time to encourage  
someone else? If you were harmed by someon e, how did you deal with it ?  Shouldn’ t 
encouragement be a positive ev ent? A blessing?   Is there any way to l ose by making 
such a positive, kind, and compassionate gesture?   
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(2) T remember a time where, in the midst of 
a crisis, someone helped remind you that God was there and in co ntrol even though it was har d 

ncourage one 
nother? What does that really mean to you?  What kind of feelings do you have about becoming 

 people in your church?  How might they respond as recipients of 
arnabas Ministry?  What could you do right now for them (e.g., prayer, visit, phone call, etc.)?   

 
eople?  About representing Christ? 

e wanting to come alongside of you to encourage you in a 
me of need? To encourage you right now? 

 Barnabas Ministry in your church?  Would you do so 
ow? 

ad Galatians 6:2 then compare your version with the Amplified version.  Bear one another’s 
ns and tro ublesome moral  faults , and in this  way fulfill a nd observe  perfectly t he law of 

mean to (a) “bear one
 

 are most people  
 bear another’s “troublesome moral faults?”   

hope of Barnabas training and the second part of 
alatians 6:2 (AMP) – “complete what is lacking in your obedience to it.?” (b) What does it mean 

e initial Barnabas meeting, an attendee earnestly prayed, “Lord, 
elp me not be afraid to love others and to reach out to others as you would want me to do?”  

ds of encouragement from level 2 or 3 
articipants, discussion of co nfidentiality, and a discussion of gr oup rules or ideas the members  

 
hink back again on your own Christian life.  Can you 

to see Him or appreciate His will at the time?  Based on your knowledge  of God and experience 
with Him didn’t such a faithful reminder allow some real relief or heavenly perspective in the very  
midst of your crisis? Would you share that experience to encourage someone else? 
 
(3) Co uld your c hurch benef it f rom a Bar nabas Ministry?  Does God ca ll us to e
a
a part of a Barnabas ministry? 
 
(4) Can you identif y two needy
B
 
(5) How do you feel about serving as a Barnabas encourager?  About being directly involved  with
p
 
(6) How woul d you react to someon
ti
 
(7) Would you be willing to pray regularly for
n
 
(8) Re
burde
Christ the Messiah, and comple te what is lacking in your  obedience to it.  (AMP)   What does it 

 another’s burdens” and (b) how do we accomplish that?  

(9) What does it mean to (a ) bear “troublesome moral faults?”  (b) How willing
to
 
(10) (a) Can you see a connection between the 
G
to “thus fulfill the law of Christ?” 
 
Bonus question: At the close of on
h
What do you think that person meant by that prayer? 
 
Close with a discussion of per sonal reaction s, wor
p
would like to devel op and i nclude in their meetings; with Q &  A re Chapter 1/Session 1 followed  
by a season of prayer. 
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ns that we all agree NOT to share information that is revealed inside the 
arnabas group with anyone outside the group without clear permission to do so. If confidentiality 

CLOSE WITH PRAYER. AMEN.    

 
CONFIDENTIALITY mea
B
has not been addressed in AFTER GLOW format then make it a primary part of this meeting.  
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Leadership Guide 

 - Notes - Chapter 2  - The Barnabas Cre st - Theme: Understanding the 
oncept of a functional, caring church reaching out to wounded people.  

 
he Barnabas Ministry in 

rms of church-within-a church and a re-f amilying experience. It describes our Christian duty to 

 
Barnabas Ministry
c

Chapter Two - The Barnabas  Crest:  This chapter further describe s t
te
reach out to others that demonstrates God’s love, grace, and healing.  It challenges the reader to 
begin an o utreach to wounded people a nd/or to people in wo unding circumstances.  I t explains 
how such an effort could take pl ace within a circle of loved ones  and friends similar to the w ay 
Jesus operated. 
 
- Goal: To identi fy the concept of  Christian communi ty (church) i dentified by the love and care            
iven to one another. g

 
- Content: Chapter 2 

Key Concept:  

• Loving one another as discussed in the references of Gal. 5:13,14; John 13:34,25 (these      
           passages are the Crest of the Christian); James 1:22; Matthew 25:40. 

 

Discussion:
 
-  We are called, as Christians, to participate in the lives of one another in a 
iving, loving, and serving way. We are to re flect Jesus’ love by our acts of  love a nd g

service to Him and to one another by His Spirit in His name. 
 
- Review: “Church within a Church” - pg 19 (a lso ter ms “avoiders, searchers ; 
vercomes” - same section; “Gracing one another” - pg 26; “a r efamilying experience” 

- pg 20; “the Crest of the Christian” - pg 27; “inner and outer circles” - pg 28. 
 

o
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Questions for further reflection/discussion: 
 
(1) Have you experienced a small or large number of wounding life experiences?  How 
ave those wounding experiences affected you?  Wo uld you describe your self as an  

a hy. 

) How would you think someone’s emot ional, relationa l, and psychological 

) What emotional, relational, and psychological benefits do you suppose c ome from 

 a family 
 you? To others? 

) If you were to list your inner circle relationships, who would they be?  What kind of 

) Has God shown you a  way to use your pe rsonal woundedness to minister in a 

eriences in the lives of others?     

her? 

h
voider, searcher, or overcomer?  Explain w

 
(2) Have you not iced people with varying levels of woundedness around you? In your 
church?  Explain. 
 
(3
woundedness would make that person react to you? To others? The Church? 
 
(4
being in a healthy fa mily? Does our churc h feel like a family to you?  If yes, explain 
why.  If no, explain why not.  What do you think would make it feel more like
to
 
(5) What does the concept of “gracing one another” mean to  you?  What would it look 
like in a church? In a Barnabas Ministry?  
 
(6
woundedness exists in your i nner circle?  How would you/do you minister to this inner 
group? 
 
(7) Do you see outer  circle woundedness?  How would you/ do you mi nister to this 
outer group? 
 
(8
special way?  If not , will you a sk Him?  Will you look for ways to use those special 
wounding exp
 
(9) Review the following passages: Gal. 5: 13,14; John 13:34,35; James 1:22; 1 John  
4:19.  What is the primary characteristics ( or crest) of a Christian according to these 
passages?  
 
(10) How is that char acteristic manifested?  See Jam es 1:22; Matt.25:40.  How may it  
be mani fested in t he church t hrough Bar nabas Mi nistry.  Can you sug gest specific 
ways? 
 
(11) Considering the perspective of emotionally wounded people, review Romans 14:1, 
4, 10, 12, 19; 15:1, 2, 7, 13, 14.  What do these verses teach us about taking care of 
one anot
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come wounded to understand another’s wounds? Wounded in the same 
ay? To minister effectively?  Why/why not? 

xperiences, Q and A, case assignments, 
ncouragement, and case cons ultations - a nd, oh yes, enco uragement.  Though each 

(12) Review 1 Corinthians 9:  19-23 considering the context of ministering to the weak  
or wounded.  Wha t does this pa ssage teach us a bout reaching wounded people?  Do  
you have to be
w
 
Remember:    These team meetings should atte mpt to ba lance the discussion and  
processing of weekly course learning materi al with prayer, encour agement, fellowship, 
sharing, encouragement, real life  Barnabas  e
e
area beyond the weekly lesson doesn’t need to be c overed every single week, these 
areas should be covered ever y 2-3 weeks.  For example,  one week after the lesson 
prayer may be the focus wherein the following  week case consulta tion, fellowship, or 
share-time may be the additional focus. 
 
[close with prayer]                           
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Leadership Guide 
 

 Ministry  - Notes - Chapter 3 - The Mentor Mentality  - Theme: Understanding and 
cept of mentoring.  

C
ng to disc ipling.  The reader is assured that a Ph.D. is 

ot required to be an effective encourager.  The essent ial concept of respect in the context of a 

Barnabas
implementing the con
 
hapter Three - The Mentor  Mentality: Mentoring is discussed as an automa tic part of  

Barnabas ministry ra nging from befriendi
n
Barnabas outreach is presented and defined.  By respect, it is meant the behavioral manifestation 
of the recognition, and subsequent reverence, of  the image of God and Christ's invitation to 
Calvary for that person receiving encouragemen t despite their current spiritual, physical, 
emotional, relational, or financial state or their level of woundedness. 
 
- Goal: To introduce the con cept and functi on of me ntoring as a kind of beginning yet powerful  
starting point for hands-on Barnabas Ministry. 
 
- Content: Chapter 3 
 

Key Concept:

Mentoring means personal befriending plus follow-up caring; an invitation to God’s     
           grace. 

 
 

ssion:

• 

- Discu  Understanding how important it is to effectively communicate respect, the 
race of God,  and a willingness to be helpfully involved in another’s life. g
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- Review:  Fig.1- pg 10- mentoring goes beyond befriending. “Opport unities Behind  
Pain” -pg 34; “the Walking  Wounded” -pg 35; communicating respect as the welcome 

at to wounded individuals- pg  38. 

vels 2 or 3 Barnabas members. 

m
 
Exercise: Develop mentoring relationships within the Barnabas group (e.g., participan t 
mentored by group leaders) and/or Le
 
Questions for further reflection/discussion: 
 
(1) Can you think of a time when you would like to have been mentored but were not? 
 

) How open and receptive are you to a ment oring relationship?  A discipling 

at relationship?  

ned to y ou that they wish you would help or tea ch them 
omething recognizing an ability, skill, or talent that you have?  What did they say? 

hat 
ight prevent you from mentoring?   

) Suppose Marsha (from our e xample above) came to you concerning her problems 
ould 

ou feel about her? About him?  Is there a way to mentor her? Him?  

 do ne to guard  
gainst something like that happening? 

demonstrate acknowledgement of another’s 
ignity? What does it mean to be made in God’s image? 

abas mentored Paul (See Acts  
: 21-31 & 11:19-26) From how Barnabas mentored Mark? (See Acts 15:35-41); From 

(2
relationship?  Can you think of someone wh o mentored you?  What did you gai n from 
th
 
(3) Can you think of a skill or a bility that you possess that might  benefit others in the 
church?  H as anyone mentio
s
 
(4) Are yo u pleased with how y ou use yo ur spiritual gift (s) in t he church?   Can you  
think of a way to use your gi ft(s) in a n encouraging or mentoring capacity?  W
m
 
(5) If someone confided a sinful situation to you, how would you react to them?  
 
(6
with Tom, her husband, who was a cocaine  addict.  What would you do?  How w
y
 
(7) Could there have been a ti me where you or your church may ha ve shot your  
wounded ( added hurt  to someo ne already  hur ting)?  What can be
a
 
(8) What does the idea of “rel ational respect” mean in Barnabas Ministry?  Why is it  so 
important?  How do we behavioral ly 
d
 
(9) What do we learn about mentoring fr om how Naomi mentored Ruth? (See Ruth all 
- particularly vv. 2: 2-12; 3:1; 4:10,11)  From how Barn
9
how Elija mentored Elisha? (See 1 Ki ngs 19:15-21 & 2 Kings 2:1-15) Can you think o f 
other mentoring relationships in the Bible?  What did these relationships share? 
 



(10) What would keep someon e from becoming a mentor? A mentee?  In the church?  
In your church?  
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kly course learning materi al with prayer, encour agement, fellowship, 
haring, encouragement, real life  Barnabas  experiences, Q and A, case assignments, 

Remember:    These team meetings should atte mpt to ba lance the discussion and  
processing of wee
s
encouragement, and case cons ultations - a nd, oh yes, enco uragement.  Though each 
area beyond the weekly lesson doesn’t need to be c overed every single week, these 
areas should be covered ever y 2-3 weeks.  For example,  one week after the lesson 
prayer may be the focus wherein the following  week case consulta tion, fellowship, or 
share-time may be the additional focus. 
 

close with prayer]                [      
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Leadership Guide 
 
Barnabas Ministry  - Notes - Chapter 4 - Return to Safety  - theme: MANAGI NG 

C
hological hel ping strategies to la y a foundat ion for mi nistering t o wounded  

eople and/or peo ple in wo unding circumst ances.  It presents crises, such as are  

CRISES 
 
hapter Four - Return to Safety:  This c hapter use s crisis int ervention informat ion 

and ps yc
p
customary and varied in the lives of church members, as opportunities for ministry.  It 
explains understanding and pr ocuring the botto m line need of spiritual, physical, and 
psychological safety as being abs olutely essential in reaching persons in tim es of crisis 
and in a ll other wo unding sit uations. Fi fteen prac tical guidelines for helping are  
provided. 
 
- Goal: understanding how to minister during times of crisis. 
 
- Content: Chapter 4 
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Key Concepts:  

 “Crisis” is defined as unexpected, uninvited change with no assurance of safety    
  or return to normalcy.  
           The goals of crisis intervention are discussed. 
 
- Discussion: How BM is a powerful way of help ing and enco uraging pe ople duri ng 
times of crisis. 
 
- Review: Guidelines for Effective Barnabas Interventions pg 47 
 
Case con sultation:  ask about real-life feedback from Barnabas opport unities over  

s situatio ns.  Discuss 
onfidentiality. 

the last w eek.  Seek prayer  f or these a nd ongoi ng Barna ba
c
 
Questions for further reflection/discussion: 
 
(1) What is a “crisis? ” Have you been thro ugh a maj or crisis? a minor one recently?   
D mber how it impacted you?  

 the most?    

) Can t he same situation be a crisis for on e person and not a crisis for another?  If 

at have  you lear ned from  your cris is 
xperience(s) that you can sh are with others as encourag ement during their time of 

ssage(s) has ministered to you at a time of crisis?  What passage(s) have you 
sed to comfort another? 

 

id anyone come to your aid? Can you reme
 
(2) What a re you like  in a crisis? Can you sh are a time of crisis and how it affected 
you? Your family? What helped?  What didn’t help? What helped calm you
 
(3) Do you think people are more or less r eceptive to ministry duri ng times of crisis?   
Why? 
 
(4) Have you witnessed God work in someone’s life through a crisis situation? 
 
(5
so, how?  
 
(6) As a Barnabas minister, what are you tr ying to accomplish du ring someone’s time 
of crisis? 
 
(7) Has God used a  crisis in your life t o accomplish a greater purpose?  Has He used 
you duri ng someone else’s crisis?  Wh
e
crisis? 
 
(8) What B ible passages might be comforti ng, assuring during a t ime of crisi s?  What 
Bible pa
u
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Luke 12:22-31; Romans 8:18; 2 Corinth. 1:5; 2 Tim. 2:12; 1 
eter 4:12,13; 5:10; Prov. 3: 5,6; Is. 26:3; John 14:27; Matt. 11:28-30; Psalm 32:7; 

emember:    These team meetings should atte mpt to ba lance the discussion and  
rocessing of weekly course learning materi al with prayer, encour agement, fellowship, 
haring, encouragement, real life  Barnabas  experiences, Q and A, case assignments, 
ncouragement, and case cons ultations - a nd, oh yes, enco uragement.  Though each 

[Develop a list of Bible passa ges that may be used t o comfort other during times of 
crisis.  Suc h as, P hilip.1:29; 3:10; 4:6,7;  13; 19; 1 Corinth. 10:13; 1 Samuel 17:47;  
Psalm 34:4; 1 Kings 8:56; 
P
55:22; 91:4.]     
  
 
 
 
 
R
p
s
e
area beyond the weekly lesson doesn’t need to be c overed every single week, these 
areas should be covered ever y 2-3 weeks.  For example,  one week after the lesson 
prayer may be the focus wherein the following  week case consulta tion, fellowship, or 
share-time may be the additional focus. 
 
 

[close with prayer]                 
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Leadership Guide 
 
Barnabas Ministry  - Notes - Chapter 5 - Deception in Ministry  - Theme: Big hearts can b e 
snowed.  What  do you do? 
 
Chapter Five - Deception in Ministry:  This cha pter is the firs t of tw o examining twelve 
potential, major mistakes that can be made in Barnabas ministry and how to recognize and avoid 
them.  It helps the reader to see what usually is not seen: many people hide or distort their inner 
pain, fear, wounds, or truth.  The chapt er begins  with two marital scenarios wherein in it is  
difficult to tell what is really going on teaching the point that ministry proceeds nonetheless in a 

t also teaches the point tha t we cannot determine pain or wrongdoing 
est.  Five such kinds of mistakes in ministering are reviewed. 

non-judgmental manner.  I
according to who cries loud
 
        - Goal: to understand that things are not always as they appear.  There are no easy        
             answers.  Barnabas Ministry offers an added dimension to reaching and helping        
             wounded people. 
 
        - Content: Chapter 5  

 Concepts:  

 

                    Key

• Principles 1 through 5 of Chapter 5 

- Discussion: People hide sin and they hide inner pain (completely or partially).   
 
- Review:  How principles 1-5 affect the way we see and reach people in pain. 
 
Case con sultation:  ask about real-life feedback from Barnabas opport unities o ver 
the last w eek.  Seek prayer for these an d ongoi ng Barna bas situati ons.  Review 
confidentiality. 
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Questions for further reflection/discussion:
 

 
 

tions, “The heart is more deceitful than all else and i s 
desperately sick; Who can understand it?”  (NAS)   What does this statement mean ?  

ption of the heart avoided or overcome? 
 
(  in the 

, you will be j udged; and by your s tandard of measure, it shall be 
ituation 

ithout judging?  Expl ain your answer.  Ho w does this passage square with Matthew 

outh of two or three witnesses every fact may be confirmed.  And if he 
 church; and if he refuses to  listen even to the 

 tax-gatherer.”   (NAS)    

u

 
(

(
i
 
( find out later that 
ou had it all wrong? 

n 
oled by Joe?  How would you have sought to minister to Linda?  To Joe?   

u met up with a church fr iend knowi ng that pe rson was havi ng an 
ffair?  Would you confront that person?  Would you avoid the situation?  What would 

(1) Jeremiah 17: 9 cau

Does it apply to everyone?  How is dece

2) Matthew 7:1,2 ca utions, “Do not judge lest you be  judged y ourselves.  For
way you judge
measured to yo u.”  (NAS)   Can you appraise or confront sin in a Barnabas s
w
18:15, “And if your brother sins, go and reprove him in private; if he listens to you, you 
have won a brother.  But if he  does not listen to you, take  one or two m ore with you, 
so that by the m
refuses to listen to them, tell it to the
church, let him be to you as a Gentile and a
 
(3) Have you ever been totall y fooled  by a sob  story only  to later find out it was 
ntrue?  How did you feel when you found out it was untrue?  How easy was it for you 

to believe the truth after the snow-job? 
 
(4)  Would you have been fooled by Gloria (in our opening scenario of the chapter)? 

5) Can you tell if someone/everyone is disturbed or upse t by observing them?  Wh at 
do you look for? 
 
6) Can people tell w hen something is bothering you?  Can yo u hide your real feelings 
f and when you want to? 

7) Have you ever thought you had a situation all figured out only to 
y
 
(8) “It’s His kindness that leads us to repentance.”  How does that statement affect the 
way we understand and conduct Barnabas Ministry? 
 
(9)  Brie fly review the story of  Joe and Linda on pp. 52-53.  Would you have bee
fo
 
(10) Supp ose yo
a
you do?   
 



(11)  Brief ly review the story of Marilyn (pp 55-56).  How would  you have sought to 
minister to her? 
 
(12) Shoul d a Barna bas minist er confront  such sin (as with Joe and Linda and with 
Marilyn and Fred)?  If so, how?  If not, why? 
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 of weekly course learning materi al with prayer, encour agement, fellowship, 
haring, encouragement, real life  Barnabas  experiences, Q and A, case assignments, 

 weekly lesson doesn’t need to be c overed every single week, these 
reas should be covered ever y 2-3 weeks.  For example,  one week after the lesson 

 
Remember:    These team meetings should atte mpt to ba lance the discussion and  
processing
s
encouragement, and case cons ultations - a nd, oh yes, enco uragement.  Though each 
area beyond the
a
prayer may be the focus wherein the following  week case consulta tion, fellowship, or 
share-time may be the additional focus. 
 

[close with prayer]                 
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Leadership Guide 
 
Barnabas Ministry - Notes - Chapter 6 - Mental Mistakes in Ministry - Theme: Big hearts can still 
be fooled - continued. 
 
Chapter Six - Mental Mistakes in Ministry: This chapter conti nues with principles six through 
twelve.  Principle eleven addre sses the personal re sponsibility of Barnabas ministers, while 
encouraging others, to ta ke appropri ate spirit ual, ps ychological, and dev elopmental self-care 
listing six precautions for doing so. Principle twelve urges the protect ion of our pastoral staffs and 
their families as genuine recipients of Barnabas ministry. 
 
- Goal: Continuing with the twelve basic mistakes of ministering begun in chapter 5 to understand 

s they appear and ma y l ook di fferent than what  they actually are .  
Barnabas Ministry offers an added dimension to reaching and helping 

 
- Content:

that things  are not always a
There are no easy answers.  

ounded people. w

 Chapter 6 
 

s •  

 of Chapter 6

             Key Concept

Principles 6 through 12

- Discussion:  People hide sin and they hide inner pain (completely or partially). 
 
- Review:  How principles 6-12 affect the way we see and reach people in pain. 
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Case con sultation:  ask about real-life feedback from Barnabas opport unities over  
the last w eek.  Seek prayer for these an d ongoi ng Barna bas situati ons.  Review 
confidentiality. 
Questions for further reflection/discussion: 
 
 (1) Have you ever been with someone who seemed to be function ing in an otherwise 

n only to find out la ter about a serious situation that had been 
occurring to them at that same time? How did you feel when you discovered their 

ink that person didn’t share that situation with you (or at least 
ask for prayer about a private matter)?   

(2) Have you ever had a heavy concern or matter of the heart that you just didn’t want 
t se any 
roblem or threat to you would you have wanted to have someone share it with you i n 

a  

they could be best respec ted?  Can you explain how to approac h 
s abas minister who wants to  remind you of 

e personal lo ve, care, concern, and invol vement of Chri st through His Body?  How  

) What p recautions do you take personally to protect and encourage singles in you r 

What 
recautions does your  church take to prot ect and enc ourage church youth?  How will 

normal, routine fashio

situation? Why do you th

 

o talk about? Did you eventually talk about it?   If disclosing t he event didnt po
p
 supportive, non-judgmental way?  What might that have felt like at the time?  

 
(3) If you answered negatively to question #2 and you woul d have preferred to be left 
alone, can you explain how that would have helped? Can you explain your needs at the 
time and how 
omeone like you at such a ti me to a  Barn

th
should someone follow up in such situations? 
 
(4) What p recautions do you take to protect  and maintain your spirit ual growth? Your  
family’s? 
 
(5
church?  What precautions does your church take?  What kinds of problems seem more 
unique to singles and to ministering to singles?  And what can you do about them? 
 
(6) What  precautio ns do  y ou t ake to  pro tect and encourage church youth?  
p
BM reach youth in your church? 
 
(7) Do pastors and c hurch leaders need B arnabas Ministry?  Ho w will BM reach your  
pastor(s)? What precautions do you take to protect and encour age your pastor(s) and 
family?  What prec autions does your church take to protect and encourage your  
pastor(s) and family? 
 
(8) Review and discuss principles 6-12.  How do they apply in your church situation? 
 



(9) Do ba d things ha ppen to go od people?  Does persecution or  suffering happe n to 
God’s people who are obediently following Him?  How could such a thing happen or be 
a part of God’s plan? 
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et many people, even Christians, seem upset, alarmed, or e ven 
ngry that we face persecution  in this life.  Why do you think this is s o? Is God 

e 
ery midst of persecution?  How do you explain it to yourself? (b) How do the following 

emember:    These team meetings should atte mpt to ba lance the discussion and  

s

(10) (a) 2 Timothy 3:12 tells us, “ And indeed, al l who desire t o live  godly in Christ  
Jesus will be persecuted.”  (NAS)    Similar cautions concerning persecution are cited in 
such passages as Ma tt. 5:10,11; 10:22; Ac ts 5:41; 9:16; Romans 8:17; Hebrews  
11:25; 1 Peter 2:20.  Y
a
punishing us?  Is God in contr ol?  How do  you explai n persecution to some one in th
v
passages further address this teaching?  How may persecution be a good thing?  
See/discuss: Romans 8:28;  Philip. 3:10; 1 Peter 2:19; 4:12,13,16; 5:10? 
 
R
processing of weekly course learning materi al with prayer, encour agement, fellowship, 
haring, encouragement, real life  Barnabas  experiences, Q and A, case assignments, 

encouragement, and case cons ultations - a nd, oh yes, enco uragement.  Though each 
area beyond the weekly lesson doesn’t need to be c overed every single week, these 
areas should be covered ever y 2-3 weeks.  For example,  one week after the lesson 
prayer may be the focus wherein the following  week case consulta tion, fellowship, or 
share-time may be the additional focus. 
 

[close with prayer]                       

 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                              
 



 
 
 
 

                                 

 
Leadership Guide 
 
Barnabas Ministry - Notes - Chapter 7 - Hello Goodbye - Theme: Loss and the Grief Process 
 
Chapter Seven - Hello Good-bye:  Just as crisis management is important for  a var iety of  crises 
that occur to church members, gr ief is a nother major area of c oncern especially applicable to the 
church.  This chapter focuses on understanding and processing grief reactions that range from  

 losses (e.g., loss by separation/d ivorce; loss of job or inc ome; 
d highlighting, as a learning tool for  all kinds of lo ss, a ve ry specific kind of los s 

unique to the Christian community: Post Abortion Syndrome.  
 
- Goal:

death to a variety of other kinds of
loss of hea lth) an

 to be able to minister effectively to those experiencing various kinds of loss. 
 
- Content: Chapter 7 

e that is often missed in many 
Christian communities where abortion never occurs, is condemned, and never spoken about if it 

 

Key Concepts:  

           Grief is not an optional choice but a natural emotional response to loss that will occur 
either functionally or dysfunctionally - but it will occur and worsen (often undetected) until it is 
processed in a healthy way.  
 The Stages of Loss are five well-known and identifiable components of the grief process 
that must occur for healing to occur.  
 Post Abortion Syndrome is a type of blocked grief respons

has occurred.  
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- Discussion:  How  a  natural , emotio locked, deni ed, or  repressed 
(stuffed away) and how the Christia uely rei nforces dy sfunctional 

lp 

nal r esponse is b
n co mmunity uniq

ways of grieving.  BM teaches how to recognize and respect  the grief process and he
the mournful to grieve healthily. 
 
 Revi- ew: Stages of Loss - pg 73; Guidelines on pp 74 & 75 and 79-82 

 
ase C consultation:  ask about real-life feedback from Barnabas opport unities over  

the last w eek.  Seek prayer for these an d ongoi ng Barna bas situati ons.  Review 
confidentiality. 

Q
 

uestions for further reflection/discussion: 
 
(1) The shortest verse in the Bibl e comes from John 11:35  stating, “Jesus wept.”   
(NAS). Read John 11:32-36.   What do his actions tell us about the loss of a loved one?  

hat do they tell us about showing real feelings?  Why do  you suppose this verse is 
i azarus from the 
ead!  Why didn’t He just go ahead with this incredible miracle? 

 pain?  Can you now identify the stages of grief as they affected you at 
e time?  How would you now rate yourself as having dealt with them? 

) Have you ever experienced  a loss whe rein y ou pl ayed it  do wn, mi nimized it , or  

to do/to say now? 

) If someone you knew had experienced an  abortion do you t hink they would fi nd 

 know of a nyone who lost a job?   A friend ship?  His/her prod uctivity? Can 
ou name other kinds of loss we might find in the church?     

ter 
entions such cover ups as loo king strong , being a Godly witness, and hi ding such 

in? 

W
nserted in the text at all?  Afte r all, Je sus was just about to raise L
d
 
(2) Have you lost a l oved one? A special fr iend?  Can you remem ber what helped yo u 
get through the
th
 
(3
avoided it?  An anniversary re action?  Did that seem to help?  Do you know someone 
who has? 
 
(4) Have you been to a funeral and y ou wanted to say or do something but you didn’t 
know what to say or do?  What did you do?  What would you try 
 
(5) Could there be anyone in our church who experienced an abortion?  How would we 
know? 
 
(6
you a good person to talk to?  Or might they be afraid of you?  Why or why not?   
 
(7) Do you
y
 
(8) Does it  surprise you tha t Christians ca n cover up loss so skillfully?  T his chap
m
deeper pain as an abortion. Have you seen other ways Christians try to hide or disguise 
their pa
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feel 
reat pain or abandonment by God during t he grief pr ocess?  What might you say to 

0) How do you encourage so meone whose family member di ed apart from Christ, or  

f weekly course learning materi al with prayer, encour agement, fellowship, 
haring, encouragement, real life  Barnabas  experiences, Q and A, case assignments, 

 covered ever y 2-3 weeks.  For example,  one week after the lesson 
rayer may be the focus wherein the following  week case consulta tion, fellowship, or 

 
(9) How can we explain God’s presence, lo ve, and concern to someone who may 
g
such a person? 
 
(1
whose salvation is questionable to that person? 
 
Remember:    These team meetings should atte mpt to ba lance the discussion and  
processing o
s
encouragement, and case cons ultations - a nd, oh yes, enco uragement.  Though each 
area beyond the weekly lesson doesn’t need to be c overed every single week, these 
areas should be
p
share-time may be the additional focus. 
 

[close with prayer]                       
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Leadership Guide 
 
Barnabas Ministry - Notes - Chapter 8 - Hope for the Wounded - Theme: Ministering 
in a way that fosters relationship rather than frightens the wounded person. 
 
Chapter Eight - Hope for the Wounded:  This chapter clarifies how wounde d 
individuals see the world and how they ma y react to Barnab as ministry. It discusses 
how the i ssues of boundar ies and degr ees of woundedness directly impact the  
effectiveness of encouragement.   It is directed primarily to the moderately t o severely 
wounded individual, secondarily to a ll wo unded folks who are  actively hurting or  
fearing, and thirdly to an eavesdropping-by-invitation Barnabas minister (whose goal is 
to provide hope and encouragement).   
 
- Goal:  to und lkerstand the sensitivities and inner reactions of those dear fo s with past 
emotional-relational-psychological wounds for the purpose of reaching the m rather 
than unwittingly scaring them away. 
 
- Content: Chapter 8   

Key Concepts  

 out to 
ounded people, avoiding setting off their inner alarms that lead to the breakdown of further 

 We must be lovingly careful, considerate, and innocuous as we actively reach
w
relationship. They must feel safe with us.  
 Wounded people are frightened people who go to great lengths to avoid surprises that 
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to the deepest spiritual truth: lack of ultimate, 
iritual safety due to the Fall.       

 
d
As we explore the concepts required to reach 

 – and everyone else.  The message of good news 
tionships: vertically with Christ and horizontally with other believers 

a ulture where p and maintain relationships of any 
quality is continuing to diminish, Barna s encouragers and all believers as to 

may lead to additional pain or the chance of further pain. Their invisible antennae are up and 
their radars are on max range.  
 Developmentally and/or experientially they have not recovered or matured adequately to 
be able to trust readily and feel insecure and tentative inside.  It is also possible that such folks 
and conditions may have the ability to tap in 
sp

There is a range of wounded people from those who have experienced severe 
ysfunction and maltreatment to those who were offended by someone’s remark or behavior.  

those on the severe end of our range, please know 
at these same principles work with the restth

from God is all about rela
nd our fellow man. In a c the ability to develo

bas Ministry equip
how to make relationships work in a Godly way in a dysfunctional and distanced world.  
 
- Discussion:  Wounded people are frightened peop le who go to great lengths to av
surpris

oid 
ble 
/or 
eel 

es that may lead to additional pain or the chance of further pain.  Their invisi
antennae are up and their radars are on  max r ange. Develo pmentally and
experientially they have not matured adequately to be able to trust readily and f
nsecui re and tentative inside. 
 
- Review:  A wounde d view of the world - pg 86.  Respecting boundarie s - pg8
“Crossing the Lines” ;  Emotiona

7 
l stunting - pg 91 

 
Questions for further reflection/discussion: 
 
(1) Can you remember someon e who ma de you fee l unc omfortable to be around
What was it about that person that disturbed or annoyed you? 
 
(2) What kinds of things turn you off when meeting someone new?   What kinds o
things allow you to feel positive towards a person you meet for the first time? 

?  

f 

(
o
 
(
H eaching out to a wounded person?  What doe s verse 22 

ean when it says, “to the weak I become weak that I might win the weak?”  
 
( ill need you help in 
uilding a wall rather than tearing a wall down.  Can you explain this concept?  

) Is it hard for you to believe that someone may be reacting to you out of fear for no 
real reason?  How does that make you feel as a person?  As a Barnabas minister? 

  
3) Have you ever been really hurt by a relationship?  If so, what effect did that have 
n the next relationship? 

4) Read 1 Corinth. 9:19-23. What is the Apos tle Paul speaking abou t in this passage?  
ow do his remarks speak to r

m

5) Perhaps surprisingly, there are many wounded individuals who w
b
 
(6
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 grow up in Christ and 
ave the artificial felt-safety of the old ways of life .”  (Pg 91) What do you think this  

) Would your own inner woundedness impact your ability to minister?  How? 

 in your own life?  If so, why do you keep  them secret?  OR  
 you previously had secret parts of yo ur life, what allowed you to eventually share 

arnabas 
inistry?  

rnabas 
inistry? 

nded 
erson to understand and to grasp gra ce?  How does grace reach the wounded 

ion and  
rocessing of weekly course learning materi al with prayer, encour agement, fellowship, 

kly lesson doesn’t need to be c overed every single week, these 
reas should be covered ever y 2-3 weeks.  For example,  one week after the lesson 

 may be the additional focus. 

 
(7) A state ment is m ade in t he text: “Wound ed people must
le
means? 
 
(8
 
(9) Are there secret a reas
If
them with someone? 
 
(10) How might a seriousl y wounded person see you?  Your church?  This B
M
 
(11) What can be done about this perception?  By you?  Your Church?  This Ba
m
 
(12) How important is grace in a wounded person’s life?  Why is it hard for a wou
p
person? 
 
 
 
Remember:    These team meetings should atte mpt to ba lance the discuss
p
sharing, encouragement, real life  Barnabas  experiences, Q and A, case assignments, 
encouragement, and case cons ultations - a nd, oh yes, enco uragement.  Though each 
area beyond the wee
a
prayer may be the focus wherein the following  week case consulta tion, fellowship, or 
share-time

[close with prayer]                       
 
 

                                                                



                                               

 
Le
 
Barnabas Ministry  - Notes - Chapter 9 - The Agony of Defe atism - Theme: Understanding and  
ministering to the depressed individual. 
 
Chapter Nine - The Agony of Defeatism: This chapter addresses strategies for understanding and 
encouraging the depr essed indiv idual.  It f urther covers instances where t he individual may be 
feeling sha me from being a C hristian who is depr essed and/or experiencing suici dal tho ughts.  
Levels of depression are discussed.  The c hapter also addresses depressive reactions as a part of 
another situation specifically considering shut-ins. 
 
- Goal:

adership Guide 

   to overcome the host of misunde rstandings and misinformation about cli nical depression, 
and to not add insult to injury as is so often innocently done. 
 
- Content: Chapter 9 

Key Concepts:  

           Depression defined/range of depression; spiritual depression; depression as anger; depression as guilt 

Christians get depressed; Christians become suicidal; depression beyond “feeling down” or feeling 
“

 

or shame.  
 
blue” may legitimately require professional help and/or medication.  

 

- Discussion:  Christians get depressed; Christians  become suicidal; depression beyond 
“feeling down” or “feeling blue” may legitima tely require professional help and/or 
medication. 
 
 49
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- Review:   Review/discuss   a) atte nding to  su icidal situations pp. 95,96;  b) the six 
main “Mistakes in Ministering to the Depressed Person” pp. 101-102;  c) the ten main      
“Guidelines for Ministering to Depressed Individuals”  pp. 103-104. 
 
Questions for further reflection/discussion: 
 
(1) (a) Read Psalm 43:5.  Is David depressed? pe in God?  Can David be 
depressed and maintain hope in Go iah 53:3, 4.  Did Jesus get 

epression? 

(

) Feeling fatigued, overwhe lmed, and ho peless abo ut a l ife situation, a depressed  
C

(5) emember what it was like?  (Might you currently be  
depressed?)  At what point in t he range o f depr ession (Fig.9.1) do you feel the average person 
wo
 
[An situational adjustment across to right end of continuum.] 
 
Fig

 Has he lost ho
d? (b) Read Isa

depressed?  Explain your answers.   
 
(2) Read 2 Corinthians 2:1-4.   Is Paul s peaking of  hi s own time of  de pression?  
Contrast this verse with 2 Corint hians 4:7-10.  Can Paul  be depressed and hopeful?  If 
o, how?  From these verses, how does Paul seem to view ds

 
3) Why do you t hink that som e Christians  so greatly misunderstand depression and 

(erroneously) suggest it is merely a matter of will? Or of faith? Or of unconfessed sin? 
 
(4
hristian tries to   ea rnestly convince you that  to die would be better than to live. “It’s 

like Paul says, ‘it’s better for me to die and be with Christ.’ I know He’ll be disappointed 
but He’ll surely forgive me.”   How do you respond? 
 
 Have you ever been depressed?   Can you r

uld seek professional help?  Should seek professional help? The average Christian? 

swer: it is legitimate anywhere from 

ure 9.1   Range of Depression 

LTHY                                                                                                                                                                           UNHEALTHY 
_______________________________________________________________________________________

 
HEA
___ _______________ 
God Sorrow       Feeling “down,”             Depression due to                  Grief/Loss      Dysthymia                            Major Depression 

ates to people? Family? Church?) 

ly 
                    Blue                           situational adjustment                             e.g., prolonged grief;           Bipolar depression 
                             Disappointed                  e.g., crisis; unhappy at work;           extended unhappiness;         emotional black hole 
                             Discouraged                   problems in relationship;               continued dissatisfaction,      hopelessness, defeatism 
                                                                    temporary financial stress                   pain or frustration              out of touch with reality 
  
 
 
(6) When you were depressed, how did you relate to people? to family? to church?  to 
God? (or how do think a person who is depressed rel
 
(7) At times when you feel do wn what pas sages of S cripture ministers to you?  what 
activities? which people? 
 



(8) Do you know people who m ight be de pressed?  If so, wha t are they l ike to be 
around?    
 
(9) Do you think depression is a spiritual battle? 
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ssion? 

t would 
u do now? Would you be frightened by someone like that?  Would you be afraid you 
ight do something wrong?  Why or why not? 

 
arnabas team?  Why or why not? 

g to suicidal situations pp. 95,96 
                          

         
) the ten main “Guidelines for Ministering to Depressed Individuals”  pp. 103-104. 

emember:    These team meetings should atte mpt to ba lance the discussion and  
, 

haring, encouragement, real life  Barnabas  experiences, Q and A, case assignments, 

r example,  one week after the lesson 
rayer may be the focus wherein the following  week case consulta tion, fellowship, or 

 

 
(10) Have you ever been guilty of offering a simplistic answer or cure for depre
 
(11) Has anyone ever told you they felt suicidal?  If so, what did you do ?  Wha
yo
m
 
(12) If you became depressed would you be able to share that information? If not, why 
not?  If s o, to whom? Coul d you share  that infor mation at your church? to the
B
 
Review/discuss a) attendin
  
b) the six main “Mistakes in Ministering to the Depressed Person”   pp. 101-102. 
                
 c
 
R
processing of weekly course learning materi al with prayer, encour agement, fellowship
s
encouragement, and case cons ultations - a nd, oh yes, enco uragement.  Though each 
area beyond the weekly lesson doesn’t need to be c overed every single week, these 
areas should be covered ever y 2-3 weeks.  Fo
p
share-time may be the additional focus. 

close with prayer]                       [
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Leadership Guide 
 
Barnabas Ministry  - Notes - Chapter 10 - The Barnabas Banister in Recovery  - 
Theme: Understanding and ministering to the addicted individual. 
 
Chapter Ten -   The Barnabas Banister in Recovery: The secret is out: churches 
contain members with addictio n problems. Yet so many C hristians, due to shame and 
fear of judgmenta lism, hi de these kinds of problems for themselves or for family 
members or from being recognized as occu rring within the church.   This chapter 
addresses different kinds of addictions and how to come alongside the addict and/or  
affected family member. 

- Goal:
 
-  to obtain a very broad picture of what it is like to be wounded by an addiction, 
and to begin to understand how recovery works. 
 
- Content:   Chapter 10 

                                                          Key Concepts: 
 

or extent thereof, or 
ey are accepting it and trying to overcome it through stages of the recovery process. 

 

 
  

People with addiction problems are usually de nying their problem 
th
 
The twelve step program of recovery a popular and successf ul lay self-help movement 
acknowledging powerlessness against an addiction and seeking God’s help (or a higher  
Power) to make specific lifestyle changes based on twelve well-defined steps. 
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Discussion: people with addictions problems are usually denying their problem or 
extent thereof or accepting it and trying to overcome it through stages of the recovery 
rocess.  

Review: 12 signs of alcohol addiction, pg 108; the 12 step  recovery program, pp. 

Enabling - increasing the likelihood of an undesirable behavior by helping in  
a naive manner.  
 
Codependency - a collaborative, dependent, dysfunctional relationship. 
 
- 

p
 
- 
109-110; 12 signs of chemical addiction, pg. 113; Guidelines pp. 115-117. 
 
 
Questions for further reflection/discussion: 
 
(1) How do you feel about chemical use pers onally?  Do you believe that rec reational 
r casual use of certain drugs is permissible?  Please explain your answer. 

 or a disease?  Explain your answer. 

ld you want to 
now about it?  Why or why not ? How woul d you fe el about the person(s) who told  

, 
 

t by those parents? 

ho 

) What is your opinion of the helpfulness of the twelve step recovery process? (You 
09-110.)  Could yo u be helpe d by it (eve n 

ithout being an addict)? 

ctions when 
elping an addict? 

) Are you easily manipulated?    What would it take to convince you that there was a 

ouse of the user? (Even if it is hard to believe what they 
re telling you?)  What do you think is the reaction of the spouse or family member of 

o
 
(2) Is addiction sin
 
(3) If a member of your family w as experimenting with substances wou
k
you about it?  If you f ound out  someone’s child was experimenting with/doing drugs
what would you do?  What wo uld you do if you knew telling the parents would cause
resentmen
 
(4) Have you ever struggled with any ki nd of addiction?  Do you know someone w
has an addiction?  How is that person dealing with it? 
  
(5
may want to review the 12 St eps on pp. 1
w
 
(6) How might an encourager become an enabler or perform enabling fun
h
  
(7
chemical abuse problem of so me kind?  Would you be ea sily snowed by users who  
proclaimed their innocence, minimized or deni ed the use or explained it away as your 
over-reaction?  Why/why not? 
 
(8) What is your duty to the sp
a



the user when the church does not come alongside them in an encouraging, supportive 
manner?   
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itional love was all that was needed? How would you react? 

e’s addict ion problem.   How would y ou feel? What w ould y our 
sponse be? 

 Step Recovery Approaches refer to a “hi gher power.”  Many Christians in  
covery often struggle with this term.  If  you were in such a group, how would you 

 
hen near death and every available option has been depleted?  Defend your answer. 

lines for Ministering to Chemical Users or Addicted Individuals”  pp. 115-
17. 

ese team meetings should atte mpt to ba lance the discussion and  
rocessing of weekly course learning materi al with prayer, encour agement, fellowship, 

ment, and case cons ultations - a nd, oh yes, enco uragement.  Though each 
rea beyond the weekly lesson doesn’t need to be c overed every single week, these 

(9) Suppose you knew someone whose mate was clearly a substance abuser and that 
friend’s reaction was to love the user in spite of their behavior, without confrontation of 
any kind, believing uncond
 
(10) Suppose you kne w someone who felt f orced to leave/separate from their spouse 
due to  tha t spous
re
 
(11) Suppose you knew parents who forced their child to leave due to a tough love  
response to severe addicti on-behavioral problems?  How would you feel? What would 
your response be? 
 
(12) How does yo ur church ad dress drug us e/addictions?  Are you familiar with its 
policies?  
 
(13) The 12
re
react to this term?  Would you want to correct it?  How would you do so? 
 
(14) As a Christian, is it okay to use an illegal drug (e.g., marijuana) to relieve pain?
W
 
 
Review “Guide
1
 
 
Remember:    Th
p
sharing, encouragement, real life  Barnabas  experiences, Q and A, case assignments, 
encourage
a
areas should be covered ever y 2-3 weeks.  For example,  one week after the lesson 
prayer may be the focus wherein the following  week case consulta tion, fellowship, or 
share-time may be the additional focus. 

[close with prayer]                       
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Leadership Guide 
 
Barnabas Ministry  - Notes - Chapter 11 - Sins o f th e Fath ers - Theme: Understanding and 
ministering to the sexually abused individual. 
 
Chapter Eleven - Sins of the Fathers: This chapter addresses a heavy but necessary topic likely to 
be often encountered in Barnabas ministry: maltreatment as a source of woundedness.  As with the 
approach of the rest of t his book, this chapter examines the more extrem e form of maltreatment,  
sexual abuse, to understand the lesser or associat ive kinds i.e ., verbal, emotional, physical a buse; 
neglect.  A central teaching involve s the understanding of the role of boundaries and the process of 
forgiveness.  
 
- Goal: abuse occurs so much that it  is virtually impossible not to have church members who do not 

use in their background. We must therefore learn to understand these wounded people and 
how to minister to them overcoming resistances such as fear, shame, anger, defensiveness, 
hypersensitivity, etc.  
 

have ab

- Content: Chapter 11 

           It is erroneously assumed that maltreatment will not be found in the church because 

 
Key Concepts:  

nothing like abuse could really occur or involve good Bible-believing people. Yet it does.  
�  These individuals need to know it is safe for them in the church, and that Jesus loves 
them no matter how dirty or unacceptable they may feel.  
�  Maltreatment - the varying forms of abuse and neglect; perpetrator - the person who 
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commits the abuse.  
 
- Discussion:  It is erroneously assumed that malt reatment will not be found in the 
church because nothing like that could rea lly occur or involve good bible  believin g 
people.  Yet it does.  These in dividuals need to know it is safe for them in the church, 
and that Jesus loves them no matter how dirty or unacceptable they may feel. 
 
- Review: the roles of repentance 
 

and forgiveness, pg. 126; Guidelines - pp. 126-128. 

Questions for further reflection/discussion: 
 

and 

uld 
d? 

ou think it is for someon e to admit sexual abuse? To themselves?  
T

 
e abused person is  telling you)?  Why is  believabilit y so impo rtant?  How do you 

c

ou of sexual abuse by another person you 
lso knew?   And t hat other per son denied  it?  A nd both asked you w hat you di d 

) How do yo u react personal ly to t he idea  of sexual abuse?  In the church?  Of 

) What is the role of  the Barnabas minister in sexual ab use situations?  What should  

ual per petrator de nies wrong doing?  H ow do  y ou 
spond to the victim; to the perpetra tor?  When the perpetrator confesses 

ictim is not willing to forgive a perpetrator?  
hen a perpetrator is not willing to seek forgiveness? 

(1) Do yo u suppose  it is po ssible for someone to have been sexually abused 
forgotten it?  Repressed it?  Start remembering for first time 5, 10, 20 years later? 
 
(2) To what extent do you believe that sexual abuse occurs in the church?  How wo
o  finy u d out?  How would you ever know from anyone who had been sexually abuse

 
) How easy do y(3

o you? To the church?  Do you think you wo uld hear of sexual abuse in o ur church?  
If so, under what circumstances? 
 
(4) Do you understand the importance of believability (that you hear and respect what
th
ommunicate believability and acceptance? 

 
(5) What would you do if one person told y
a
believe? 
 
(6
physical abuse?  Of verbal abuse? 
 
(7
the Barnabas minister NOT attempt to do? 
 
(8) What  do yo u do  when a  sex
re
wrongdoing?  How do you respond to the victim; to the perpetrator? 
 
(9) What do you do when a sexual assault v
W
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0) How do yo u co ntrol y our own feelings  of injus tice, anger , judgme ntalism, and 

?   

y.  Do you think this is true?  (Answer: Yes, 
 is true.)  

g “fa lse memory 
yndrome?”  If so, what could be done about it? 

ber had been accused of sexual 
buse.  How does he defend himself if the event did not really occur? 

ation and became irate with the victim because 
f the accusation?  How does the victim get anyone to listen?  To believe her? 

riences, Q and A, case assignments, 
ncouragement, and case cons ultations - a nd, oh yes, enco uragement.  Though each 

 after the lesson 
rayer may be the focus wherein the following  week case consulta tion, fellowship, or 

(1
outrage concerning sexual abuse?  Toward s the victim?  Towards the perpetrator?  
Towards the church?  Towards God
 
(11) Much is stated about false memory syndrome which simply means that memories 
can be influenced or remembered incorrectl
it
 
(12) How do you think it can be concluded that a memory was real rather than false?  
Could a va lid perpetr ator get a way with a crime by  simply  ar guin
s
 
(13) Suppose an important ch urch or community mem
a
 
(14) Suppose someone had, in fact, been sexually abused  by a person presumably 
beyond reproach who denied the accus
o
 
Review “Guidelines for Ministering to the Sexually Maltreated” pp. 126-128. 
 
 
Remember:    These team meetings should atte mpt to ba lance the discussion and  
processing of weekly course learning materi al with prayer, encour agement, fellowship, 
sharing, encouragement, real life  Barnabas  expe
e
area beyond the weekly lesson doesn’t need to be c overed every single week, these 
areas should be covered ever y 2-3 weeks.  For example,  one week
p
share-time may be the additional focus. 
 

[close with prayer]                       
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Leadership Guide 
 
Barnabas Ministry - Notes - Chapter 12 - The Art of Confrontation - Theme: Understanding when  
and how to challenge someone in sin or self-destructive behavior.  
 
Chapter Twelve - The Art of Confrontation:  There will be times where loving confrontation of sin 
becomes necessary.   Wounded ness or woundi ng sit uations do not excuse sin nor do they ever  
avoid the consequences of sin. This chapter addresses the matte r of when, who, and how such 
confrontation should be done.                                  
 
- Goal: to understa nd that there are clearly times where confrontatio n is necessary and expected, 
and to learn how to confront in a biblical manner.   
 
- Content: Chapter 12 
 

Key Concepts:  

 
ts a sin of omission when nothing 

 done that should be done.  

ue, or relationship.  
 The aim of confrontation - the establishment of maintenance of God’s truth or honor.  

         One legitimate dimension of encouragement requires confrontation.  
�  Most people are reluctant to confront someone else but this represen
is
�  Love and care are incomplete without confrontation when it becomes necessary.  Turning the other 
cheek does not mean ignoring sinful or harmful actions or issues.  
�  Confrontation - a multifaceted aspect of encouragement involving the active, direct, and evaluative 
application of God’s will to a specific situation, behavior, iss
�
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- Discussion: One legitimate dimension of encouragement requires confrontation.  Most 

t to confr ont someone else but this re presents a sin of  omission 
ne that should be done.  Love and care are incomplete without 

confrontation when it beco mes necessary. Turning the ot her cheek does not mean 
ignoring si nful or har mful actio ns or i tion may be the last hope of  

 o r 

people are  reluctan
when nothing is do

ssues.  Confro nta
preventing a sin, harmful , or  dishonora ble be havior ( or f urther sin, harmful,
dishonorable behavior . 
 
- R eview:  the “what ” and “how” parts o f co nfrontation pp 131-132; dysfunctional 
confrontational sty les vs. Barnabas confrontational styles pp 133-135; the Spamwich 
approach pg 135; the eight elements of confrontation pp 136-137. 
 
 
Questions for further reflection/discussion: 
 

es?  

(
d
 

) Read John 4:4-30; John 10:24-39; John  11:31-36.  Notice that Jesus relates 
ifferently to pe ople in each pas sage.  Desc ribe His st yle of relating in each passage.  

out relating? About confrontation? Ab out 
arnabas Ministry? 

ht they be  glad to see 
ou?  Might they feel encourag ed?   What  might be t heir reaction to you a s a person 

ss? What ki nd of  person would you want coming  to  
inister to you? 

 confrontation?  How is it done? 

(1) (a) What would y ou do if yo u discovered (for cert ain) a Chri stian brother or sister 
engaged in an adulterous relationship?  (b) What would you do if you knew of a 
Christian who was consistently acting in an unbiblical manner? 
 
(2) Read Romans 12:9-15; Prov. 9: 8,9; 29: 17.  What can be sai d about confrontation 
considering these passag
 
3) How would your best friend or mate describe your style of relating to people?  How 
id Jesus relate to people?   

(4
d
What does His style of relating tell us ab
B
 
(5)  If anyone was in need of Barnabas ministry and found out you were coming to 
minister to them, ho w do yo u suppose they might r eact?  Mig
y
(as opposed to their r eaction based on th eir personal woundedness and fear s)?  How 
do you t hink you come acro
m
 
(6) What is the purpose of biblical
 
(7)  Have you ever been guilt y of using one (or more) of the twelve dysfunctional 
confrontational styles?  (See pg. 133)  If so, which one(s)?  
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) Have you ever been confronted by someone yo u disliked?  Someone you  

0) Review and discuss the eight elements  of the process of confrontation (pg.136-

pulations?  Are you aware 
f your personal level of woundedness?  Are you aware of how psychological processes 

 ha ve a good un derstanding of what Pa rt Two will be like ? Will you be 
ontinuing on with Part Two of Barnabas Ministry training?  

e Q & A about Part Two; testimonie s from those who have partici pated – or 
ho are looking forward to participating - in Part Two.] 

emember:    These team meetings should atte mpt to ba lance the discussion and  

’t need to be c overed every single week, these 
reas should be covered ever y 2-3 weeks.  For example,  one week after the lesson 

 

(8
respected?  What was the difference in how they came across?  In how you 
responded? 
 
(9) Review the four approach es to confrontation on page  134.  Which best describes 
you?  
 
(1
137.)             
 
(11) Do you desire to learn more about Barnabas Ministry, yourself, and how to better 
understand others?  A re you awa re of your own mind mani
o
directly influence spiritual processes? 
 
(12) Do you
c
 
[Includ
w
 
 
R
processing of weekly course learning materi al with prayer, encour agement, fellowship, 
sharing, encouragement, real life  Barnabas  experiences, Q and A, case assignments, 
encouragement, and case cons ultations - a nd, oh yes, enco uragement.  Though each 
area beyond the weekly lesson doesn
a
prayer may be the focus wherein the following  week case consulta tion, fellowship, or 
share-time may be the additional focus. 
 

 close with prayer]                      [
 
 
 
 
                                                 END PART ONE/LEVEL ONE 
                                 
 
 
  



 
 

  
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                           

  
 

 
 
 


	Welcome to Barnabas Ministry – Barnabas Ministry will change your life and the life of your church (and/or those outside of the church who may come to church relationships through Barnabas Ministry).  God has chosen you to lead/facilitate this training group.  You will be richly blessed for your efforts. Your role, and what God will do, cannot be under emphasized. Thank you for doing this. 
	Some folks reading this may be questioning their ability to lead or facilitate such a group. The worse you doubt your ability – the more God is going to work mightily through you – to His Glory.  
	This is a supplement to the Leadership Guide or Pre-Ministry Guide.  It begins with instructions about how to conduct an AFTER GLOW MEETING and is followed by the actual leadership training instructions that accompany program initiation. (The reader may choose to skip to that part on page 6.)  This supplement provides an overview with options available to get things up and running preceding the actual course. These available preparations work this way:
	     AFTER GLOW MEETING(S)
	The information contained about the AFTER GLOW MEETING can be combined with Chapter One to provide one-four meetings that can serve as a bridge between the desire to get started and the actual beginning of the formal Barnabas training. 
	Informal Barnabas Training
	A Dichotomous Operation
	When to Meet
	Questions for Further Reflection/Discussion
	Ministry Includes Wounded Barnabas Ministers


